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Abstract 
The increasing usage of hybrid cable-overhead lines raises concerns over the protection of short cable sections against 
lightning surges, because of voltage build-up in the cable section. To set a simulation model of the phenomenon is time 
consuming, with numerous parameters impacting the overvoltage.  
This paper (Part I) presents formulas able to perform a fast estimation of the maximum overvoltage at a cable-overhead 
line transition point in the event of shielding failure. The formulas estimate the overvoltage with and without surge 
arrester, as well as the energy absorbed by the surge arrester. These formulas do not require an Electromagnetic Transients 
(EMT) software and they can be implemented as a script, requiring solely the geometric data of the cable and overhead 
line, information available in the respective datasheets. The main usefulness is a tool for a fast screening of the 
overvoltages and a fast evaluation of the impact of different parameters such as cable length, lightning waveform and 
grounding impedance.       
 
Keywords: Lightning; HVAC cables; Surge arrester; Insulation coordination; Screening tool 

I. Introduction 
With raising public opposition to the construction of new overhead lines (OHL), the installation of underground cables 
has been steadily increasing. Underground cables have higher purchase and installation costs than  equivalent OHL, and 
the combination of the two technologies in one line (a so-called hybrid-line or syphon-line) is an interesting choice that 
allows limiting  cable sections to locations likely to raise public objections, as the crossing of nature surroundings or 
populated areas, per example. 
Lightning surges on hybrid lines might propagate from the OHL phase conductors or earth wires into the cable phase 
conductors or sheaths, respectively. Depending on the length, attenuation and terminations of the cable, multiple 
reflections can occur at the cable ends resulting in a voltage build-up. Additionally, the energy dissipated by a surge 
arrester at an OHL-cable junction increases, because of the aforementioned reflections.  
To evaluate the impact of lightning surges on the cable sections of an hybrid line is not a straightforward task and it 
requires a high level of detail. Several factors affect the waveform: Corona in the OHL, grounding impedance of towers 
and cable sheaths, or attenuation along the cable. Furthermore, during the planning stage for a new installation, a high 
number of uncertainties exist and part of the data is unavailable. An EMT simulation is always more accurate and 
necessary if precise values are required, but to set an EMT simulation model accounting all factors is time-consuming, it 
requires human resources with specialised knowledge on EMT simulations and an EMT software tool. A screening tool 
in the style of IEEE-Flash [1], [2] would be helpful, by allowing both a fast assessment of the phenomenon severity, by 
varying a series of parameters that are uncertain at the earlier stages of a project (e.g. cable length, grounding impedance, 
surge arrester type), and by not requiring an engineer with expertise in insulation coordination. The results from the 
screening tool would allow to decide if a more detail assessment of the overvoltages is necessary. To develop the equations 
for such screening tool is the main objective of this paper.  

http://aaumap.portal.aau.dk/aaumap/?location=pon101
mailto:ffs@et.aau.dk
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Part I of this work presents formulas able to estimate the peak voltage at a cable core caused by a lightning surge hitting 
an OHL phase conductor (shielding failure). Additionally, the paper presents formulas able to estimate the energy 
dissipated in a surge arrester at a cable-OHL transition.  
Section II summarises the basics of the phenomenon, Section III provides formulas for estimating various surges 
impedances at high frequencies, Section IV develops formulas for estimating the overvoltage in case of shielding failure 
and Section V considers the presence of a surge arrester at the joint point. Section VI discusses selected key results and 
Section VII concludes the paper. 

II. Phenomenon description 
Reference [3] from the same authors introduces the phenomenon in  detail and summarises the potential impact of 
different parameters (e.g., Corona effect might be disregarded). Reference [4] studies the phenomenon for a real line and 
it shows that for the specific system shielding failure is not an issue, but a lightning surge at a transition tower or at an 
adjacent one can damage the cable. References [5] and [6] show that the maximum overvoltage might be along the cable 
and not at the terminations. Reference [6] proposed a method to estimate this location and value, but an EMT-type 
program is required for acquiring the input parameters. A summary of the phenomenon is presented next. 

II.1. Shielding Failure 
Typically, the surge impedance of a cable is several times lower than the surge impedance of an OHL with the same 
nominal voltage and similar ampacity. As a result, the crest value of a voltage impulse propagating from an OHL into a 
cable reduces when entering the latter, with the opposite happening when propagating from a cable into an OHL. The 
relation between voltages are given by (1), where VI is the incident voltage, VF is the voltage refracted forward, VR is the 
voltage reflected back, ZB is the characteristic impedance of the line to where the wave is propagating into and ZA is the 
characteristic impedance of the line which the voltage wave is propagating from. 
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The voltage reduction when a wave propagates into a cable has an initial positive impact, as the crest value reduces and 
the insulation stress is lower. However, if the cable is short, several reflections occur leading to a voltage build-up. Figure 
1 shows the voltage at an OHL-cable transition point for two different cable lengths, an unloaded and unenergized cable 
and a 1.2/50 µs lightning impulse of 4 kA. The peak overvoltage is 4.8 times larger for the shorter cable, because of the 
voltage build-up caused by reflections at the cable terminals.  

 
Figure 1 - Voltage at the transition point due to shielding failure. Blue: 40 km long cable; Red: 1 km long cable  

II.2. Lightning hitting earth wire 
The majority of lightning surges are expected to hit the earth wires. Afterwards, the propagation of the energy can be in 
one of two ways:  
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- I) the lightning current propagates into the ground and the cable sheaths;  
- ii) a back-flashover occurs and there is current in both the phase conductors and the earth-wires.  

 
These two sub-cases are studied in Part II. 

III. Surge impedance estimation for high frequencies  
The estimation of the crest voltage without an EMT-type software is divided into several steps, starting with the estimation 
of the cable and the OHL surge impedances, for two reasons: 

• To convert the lightning current magnitude into a voltage at the OHL;  
• To estimate the reflection/refraction coefficients between OHL and cable.  

The first reason is valuable for assessment studies: The cumulative frequency of lightning peak current together with 
recommendations for modelling the waveshape have been published by CIGRE; the most recent reference is [7], but the 
majority of the main results were originally provided by [8]. This data can be an input for a statistical analysis. The second 
reason is necessary for estimating the voltage build-up.   
The surge impedance of a cable or of an OHL at power frequency is often available at the respective datasheet or it can 
be easily calculated, as capacitance, inductance and resistance are provided. However, the phenomenon of interest in this 
paper relates with lightning surges and short cables. Therefore, the frequencies of interest are high and power frequency 
values cannot be used.  
Simplifications can be done when calculating the surge impedance for high frequencies:  

1. The resistance can be neglected, as the reactance dominates, with the surge impedance approximated by (2);  

 0
LZ
C

=   (2) 

2. The capacitance is mostly frequency independent for both OHL and cables;  
3. The positive-sequence inductance of OHLs and cables decreases as frequency increases. The formula proposed 

in [9] considers the complex depth of the earth return model and it can be used to account the frequency impact 
(3); where, h is the height, p is given by (4) and ρ is the ground resistivity; 
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4. If the frequency is high enough, (3) simplifies into (5), with a small error in the estimation of the voltage.  
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5. For high frequencies, each phase of a three-phase single-core cable behaves similar to a coaxial cable, as the 
sheath acts as shielding. In these conditions, the positive-sequence inductance is given by (6), where R1 and R2 
are the radius of the core and insulation, respectively; 
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Given the large range of possible soil resistivity values, the disregarding of the complex depth in step 4 must be further 
analysed. The error due to the simplification increases as the soil resistivity increases. For the OHL considered in this 
paper, the error from the simplification is inferior to 2% for a soil resistivity of 20 Ω.m and frequencies above 40 kHz, 
increasing to 6% for 100 Ω.m and to 21% for 10000 Ω.m. As a result, the error associated to the simplification is not 
negligible when estimating the inductance for a high soil resistivity. However, the final objective of the paper is to estimate 
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an overvoltage, not the inductance of an OHL, and the error reduces substantially when doing the former. As an example, 
for an exaggerated high soil resistivity of 10000 Ω.m, the 21% error in the estimation of the inductance reduces to 11% 
for the OHL surge impedance. As it will be shown, the surge impedances are used to calculate the refraction OHL-cable 
coefficient, where the error reduces to 10%, and the cable reflection coefficient, where the error reduces to 3%. For a 
simulation like the ones done later in this paper with a 10000 Ω.m soil resistivity and a 1km long cable, the difference in 
the estimated overvoltage from not considering the penetration depth is 4%. This percentage reduces as the soil resistivity 
reduces. Further considerations on the impact of the soil resistivity are made in Section VI.  
In summary, the characteristic impedances of OHL and cable are calculated using (2), with the capacitance of cable and 
OHL obtained from the datasheet directly, and the inductance of OHL and cable calculated by (3)-(5) and (6), respectively. 

IV. Lightning Hitting Phase Conductor (Shielding Failure) 

IV. 1. Formulas 
The worst-case is to have a lightning surge hitting an OHL phase or a tower/earth-wire next to the OHL-cable transition 
point, as there is no damping along the OHL. This case is considered in the paper and wave attenuation along the OHL is 
neglected. 
Equation (7) estimates the peak voltage at the lightning hitting point, where IL is the lightning peak current and ZOHL is 
the surge impedance of the OHL. The first peak voltage at the cable sending end (VH_C), i.e. without reflections, is given 
by (7) multiplied by the OHL-cable refraction coefficient (kO-C) (8). If no reflection occurs, the voltage at the cable sending 
end due to lightning (VBase) is given by (9), where k, α and β depend on the selected double exponential wave. 

 
2
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H OHL
IV Z=   (7) 

 _H C H O CV V k −= ⋅   (8) 

 ( ) ( )_
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To account the several reflections, the voltage at the cable sending end (VSend) is estimated by adding VBase and a 
cumulative of voltage reflections. Equation (10) estimates the voltage at the instant the wave is reflected at the junction 
point into the cable, after being reflected at the receiving end, i.e. the first reflection at the cable sending end. Where, n 
corresponds to the number of the reflection, A is the wave attenuation in the cable, lC is the length of the cable, kRec is the 
reflection coefficient at the receiving end and kSend is the reflection coefficient at the sending end. 

 ( ) ( ) ( )_
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VBase is calculated for the time instant corresponding to the reflection n, which requires knowing the propagation speed in 
the cable (11). This velocity changes for low frequencies, but it is mostly steady for the frequencies of interest and 
approximated by (12), where c0 is the speed of light in vacuum and εr is the relative permittivity of the cable main 
insulation.   
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The reasoning behind (10) is extended for further reflections (13): WFront (14) is the front of the voltage wave after being 
reflected n times, whereas diff (15) is the cumulative summation of all previous reflections with the respective 
attenuations. The deduction of the formulas is available in appendix. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,  if 2Send Base FrontV n V n W n diff n n= + + ≥   (13) 
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The variables WFront and diff account for the attenuation of the waveform, otherwise the voltage would increase indefinitely 
after each reflection. The attenuation is equal to the real part of the propagation constant (16), where the LC is assumed to 
be for high frequency and thus, constant and given by (6). The resistance RC increases continuously with frequency and 
it can be estimated by (17), using a formula from [10], where R1 is the radius over the cable core, ρc is the conductor 
resistivity and µ0 is the permeability in vacuum. The frequency for (16) and (17) is estimated by (18) [11]. 
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Figure 2 shows VSend and the other variables of (13) for a 1.2/50 µs waveform and a 1000 m long cable, with the maximum 
overvoltage occurring for the seventh reflection.  

 
Figure 2 – VSend (black), diff (green), WFront (blue) and VBase (red) for a 1.2/50μs lightning impulse and a 1000m long cable 

Figure 3 summarises all steps required for estimating the peak voltage at the cable sending end at each reflection. The 
ending condition is the estimation of the maximum overvoltage. If desired, a fixed number of iterations can be defined, 
to estimate the voltages after the peak.  
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Estimate OHL surge 
impedance 

(2)+(3) or (2)+(5)

Estimate cable surge 
impedance 

(2)+(6)

Peak voltage at OHL 
(7)

Peak voltage into cable (8)

Reflection and refraction 
coefficients 

Voltage without  
reflections: VBase 

(9)

 Attenuation of the initial 
surge: WFront

(14)

Sum and atten. of previous 
reflections: diff

(15)

Voltage at cable
VSend
(13)

 Voltage at cable after 1st 
reflection: VSend

(10)

Voltage without  
reflections: VBase 

(9)

 Time of first reflection at 
sending end
(11)+(12)

Estimate attenuation
(16)+(17)+(18)+(6)

Update reflection time
(11)

Make n=2

n+1

Vsend (n)>Vsend(n-1) Yes

No

End
 

Figure 3 – Flowchart summarising calculation of voltage at the cable sending end for shielding failure. The number between 
brackets correspond to the number of the equation in the paper  

IV.2. Validation 
The proposed formulas are compared with results obtained using PSCAD/EMTDC. A full geometric three-phase circuit 
representation of the cable and OHL via frequency-dependent models considering couplings between conductors is 
implemented. The data used in the model and a simplified equivalent diagram are presented in Appendix.   
Figure 4 shows the peak voltage at the respective reflection instant for a 1.2/50 μs lightning impulse of 5 kA and three 
different cable lengths: 500 m, 1000 m and 2000 m. For simplicity, the system is unloaded, the only energy source is the 
lightning impulse and the cable is open at the receiving end. The current magnitude is not relevant for this validation and 
a magnitude of 5 kA is selected randomly as being a realistic value for shielding failure. Figure 5 shows the relative error 
of the proposed formulas when compared with the simulation for four different double exponential curves: 1.2/50 μs, 
2.6/50 μs, 5/320 μs and 8/20 μs. As expected, the error tends to increase as the number of reflections increases and errors 
accumulate. For the 1.2/50 μs impulse, the error of the peak voltage is below 4% for the three cable lengths, with similar 
results obtained for the 2.6/50 μs impulse. The error for the 5/320 μs impulse is of similar order for each reflection, but 
because this type of wave has the peak overvoltage at a latter instant, the error of the peak voltage is bigger.  
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The 8/20 μs impulse presents larger error. This happens because the raising and fall times are similar and the proposed 
method works on the principle that the raising time is much shorter than the falling time. 

 
Figure 4 – Voltage for a 1.2/50 μs lightning impulse for different cable lengths, using the proposed formulas (Prop) and simulation in 
PSCAD/EMTDC (Ref)  

         

       
Figure 5 – Relative error of the proposed formula for different reflections. Top left: 500 m cable; Top right: 1000 m cable; Bottom 
left: 2000 m cable; Bottom right: cases for 8/20 μs, Black dots indicate the reflections corresponding to the maximum overvoltage  

For a better validation, a second set of simulations is prepared. The front and time-to-half values recommended in [7] and 
[12] are employed to prepare a lognormal distribution of the lightning impulses. The measurements that were the 
foundation to recommend this lognormal distribution show a correlation of 0.25 between the front and the time-to-half of 
a negative stroke [13], which corresponds to a coefficient of determination (R2) of 6.25%. As a result, the time-to-half is 
considered independent of the front time for this validation. 
100 front times were considered with 10 time-to-half values, resulting in a total of 1000 simulations. The simulations are 
performed in PSCAD/EMTDC and the simulated peak voltage compared with the one obtained using the proposed 
formulas. The simulations are done for a 1km long cable and a lightning current of 5 kA.  Figure 6 shows the error in the 
peak overvoltage when estimated by the proposed method, whereas Figure 7 shows the cumulative error.  
The error increases with the increase of the front time, with approximately 85% of the cases having an error in the 
estimated peak overvoltage inferior to 10%. The reason for the error to increase with the front time is the method assuming 
an instantaneous rising time for estimating the variable VH_C.  
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The impact of the time-to-half is mostly minor, except if its duration is similar to the front time, which might happen to 
the longest front times. As an example, for a front time of 30.06 µs, the error in estimating the peak overvoltage has an 
average of 26% and it varies between 20% and 34%, for time-to-half of 133.98 µs and 42.77 µs, respectively. This 
explains the larger error observed for the 8/20 μs waveshape.  

 
Figure 6 – Difference between peak overvoltage estimated via PSCAD simulations and via the proposed formulas for different front 
times. Blue dots are the average difference for each front time and the bar the positive and negative standard deviations for the time-
to-half values  

 
Figure 7 – Cumulative distribution of the difference between the estimated and simulated peak overvoltages   

V. Impact of surge arrester 

V.1. Description of Impact 
The connection of a surge arrester at OHL-cable transition points for protection of the cable is common. This section 
proposes new equations able to account for its presence.  
Different surge arresters modelling approaches exist: the IEEE-model [14], the CIGRE model [15], the Pinceti-
Giannettoni [16] model or the Fernandez-Diaz model [17], with the latter two being simplifications of the first one, but 
easier to implement, because they do not require physical data on the surge arrester. Figure 8 shows the IEEE-model, 
consisting of two non-linear resistances (A0 and A1), separated by a low-pass filter. The design is such that for slow-front 
surges, the two non-linear resistances are in parallel, whereas for fast-front surges, the filter impact is more significant. 
The frequency dependence of the filter and the non-linearity of the two resistances complicates the inclusion of a surge 
arrester in an analytical procedure, with simplifications being necessary. 

L0

R0

L1

R1

C A0 A1

 
Figure 8 – IEEE Surge Arrester model 
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Reference [14] indicates that for a narrow range of time to crest values, the model may simplify into an inductance in 
series with a non-linear V-I characteristic. For the analytical method presented next, the surge arrester model simplifies 
further, becoming only the non-linear resistance with the values associated to A1. The error associated to the simplification 
is acceptable for two reasons:  
1. The limited current magnitude for shielding failure: Reference [18] shows that the maximum shielding failure current 

is usually below 20 kA for typical towers. It should be noticed that [19] shows that for EHV/UHV towers, the 
shielding failure is larger than estimated by traditional models, but these voltage levels are not considered in this 
work, as no cables operate at such high voltages, presently. Therefore, 20 kA is used as threshold, which limits the 
impact of the error, as the voltage magnitude at the junction point at the arrival instant is also limited.   

2. The reflections occurring with surge arrester result in smaller voltage variations at the junction point. As a result, the 
simplified model presents a higher error for the high frequency oscillations at the first reflections, but it decreases as 
the phenomenon continues. 

The values used for modelling a surge arrester should be tuned to the specific surge arrester. For this paper, the reference 
values given in [14] are used. The majority of the current tends to go to A1, instead of A0, except for very short times to 
crest, because of the filter (L1//R1). This means that a bigger error exists for faster front-times.  
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the voltage at the junction point and the current into the surge arrester for a 1.2/50 µs impulse. 
The figures show the simulated voltage and current with the IEEE surge arrest model, with a simplified model containing 
only A1 and for a variation of the estimation method proposed in this paper and explained later. The results from the 
proposed estimation method follow are similar to those from the simplified surge arrester model, with both having similar 
differences to the reference IEEE model. The error reduces if the raise time decreases (Figure 11 shows an example for a 
10 kA - 5/320 µs impulse), because of the lower relative current blocked by the low-pass filter, which increases the 
relative current flowing to A1, instead of A0. For all figures, the green curves should not be compared for all time-instants. 
The values are estimated only at the reflection instant, with the plot showing a linearization between these instants.  
Extra simulations were performed for different cable lengths and lightning impulses. The tendencies are similar to those 
present here. Figure 12 shows the error in the estimated peak overvoltages for different waveforms, according to the 
lognormal distribution recommended in [7] and [12], alike the previous section. Contrary to the cases without surge 
arrester, the error decreases as the front time increases, because of the lower relative current blocked by the low-pass 
filter. 

    
Figure 9 – Voltage at the junction point. Red: IEEE surge arrester model; Blue: Only A1; Green: Proposed estimation method. Left: 
20 kA lightning impulse and peak voltage at the phase; Right: 10 kA lightning impulse and 0 V at the phase 
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Figure 10 – Current into the surge arrester: Red: IEEE surge arrester model; Green: Proposed estimation method. Left: 20 kA 
lightning impulse and peak voltage at the phase; Right: 10 kA lightning impulse and 0 V at phase 

 
Figure 11 - Voltage at the junction point for 10 kA – 5/320 µs lightning impulse and 0 V at phase: Red: IEEE surge arrester model; 
Green: Proposed estimation method  

 
Figure 12 - Difference between peak overvoltage estimated via PSCAD simulation and via the proposed formulas for different front 
times. Blue dots are the average difference for each front time and the bar the standard deviation from the time-to-half values 

The equations presented next are able to perform a fast estimation of the energy dissipated by the surge arrester during 
the transient. Figure 13 shows the energy absorbed by the surge arrester for two different cable lengths (0.5 km and 2 
km), a 20kA - 1.2/50 µs lightning impulse and phase voltage at peak or at 0 V at the lightning instant. The energy from 
the simulation is the one at variable resistor A1, which dominates.  
The estimation of the energy via the proposed formulas might be done via two different methods: To use the maximum 
voltage and current point of two consecutive reflections (Figure 13-left) or to average the voltage and current of two 
consecutive reflections (Figure 13-right). The latter tends to be more accurate, but there are cases with large variations at 
the reflection instant where the former is more accurate.  
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Figure 13 – Energy at surge arrester. Solid Lines: Simulation; Dashed lines: Proposed formulas. Left: Maximum energy between 
reflections; Right: Energy averaged between reflections. Green: 0.5 km cable and peak voltage at lightning instant; Red: 0.5 km cable 
and 0 V at lightning instant; Blue: 2 km cable and peak voltage at lightning instant; Black: 2 km cable and 0 V at lightning instant; 

V.2. Changes to the estimation formulas 
The estimation of the overvoltages considering a surge arrester is alike the method previously described with one extra 
step and variations in some of the formulas. If the surge arrester conducts, a new value for the current and voltage must 
be estimated. The non-linearity of the device leads to the estimation via the intersection of the V-I curve of A1 with a 
curve built using the voltage at the joint point (VSend) estimated via (13) and a current calculated from this value (19), 
where ZC and ZOHL are the surge impedances of the cable and OHL, respectively. 

 ( ) ( )Send
Var

C OHL

C OHL

V n
I n

Z Z
Z Z

=
⋅
+

  (19) 

Figure 14 exemplifies the methods, with the blue curve being the V-I curve of A1, but with a linear scale for the horizontal 
axis instead of the typical logarithmic scale, and the orange curve being the one generated for estimating the operational 
point. The voltage value of the orange curve starting point is VSend and the current of the ending point is IVar. The voltage 
value at the crossing point of the two curves corresponds to the voltage at the joint point between OHL, cable and surge 
arrester.   
The expression for estimating the voltage at the cable sending end is still (13), but the expressions for WFront and diff 
require changes, in order to account the impact of the surge arrester on the reflected waves, resulting in a slightly changed 
expression (20). The difference is the partial replacement of kSend by KSend_Arr (21), leading to new expressions for WFront_Arr 
(22) and diffArr (23). The deductions of the expressions are shown in the Appendix. 
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Figure 14 – Intersection between the V-I curve from A1 (blue) and the curve generated from estimation method (orange) 

VI. Discussion 

VI.1. Insulation breakdown: 
The proposed formulas estimate the voltage magnitude at the sending end of a cable and they can easily estimate it at the 
receiving end, if necessary. References [6] and [20] show that the maximum overvoltage might not be at the terminals, 
but along a cable. The latter reference proposes a method able to estimate this location, but it requires the voltage 
magnitudes at the cable terminals as inputs; both can be obtained using the formulas proposed in this paper. The voltage 
estimated via the formulas can be used for assessing insulation breakdown.  
Insulation breakdown is not solely function of the voltage magnitude, but also of the waveshape [21]. The waveshape is 
similar to the ones in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, with the reflection number replaced by the correspondent time instant, which can 
be estimated using (11). Figure 15 shows an example of the voltage at a cable sending end obtained via an EMT simulation 
(blue) and via the proposed formulas (orange). The figure shows that both waveshapes are similar, but as the formulas 
estimate the voltage after each reflection, the proposed method does not show the voltage decay between reflections. 
Therefore, the formulas represent a realistic worst-case representation of the voltage built up.  

 
Figure 15 – Voltage at the cable sending end for a 1.2/50μs lightning impulse. Blue: PSCAD simulation; Orange: Proposed formulas 

plotted using smooth scatter from Excel 

VI.2. Choice of lightning waveshape: 
The choice of the representative lightning waveshape is a complex issue. Measurements and recommendations show a 
large rage of potential front and half-value times [7], [22], [23]. Many insulation coordination studies use the 1.2/50 µs 
double exponential waveshape, because it is the FFO standard voltage shape [12], even if it is not the most representative 
for lightning.  
The authors do not attempt to recommend the waveshape that should be used to represent the lightning surge. Instead, the 
validation of the proposed formulas was made for multiple standard waveshapes and for a lognormal distribution of 100 
front time and 10 half-value times based on data from [7] and [12]. The validation showed acceptable results, with some 
notable exceptions for extreme cases. It is up to the readers to select the waveshape that they find most suitable. 
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VI.3. Subsequent strokes: 
Generally, subsequent strokes have lower current magnitudes than the first stroke, but might sometimes be larger than the 
first stroke, because the two current magnitudes are independent. The median peak current of a first stroke is 2-3 times 
larger than that of subsequent strokes and the typical procedure in insulation coordination studies is to consider only the 
first stroke [7], [24]. As the objective of the paper is to have a screening tool for engineering studies, only typical 
procedures are accounted and subsequent strokes are not considered in this paper.  
If of interest, it should be noticed that subsequent strokes have similar waveshape and faster front times than first strokes. 
Thus, the proposed formulas might be used with subsequent strokes. 
 

VI.4. Ground resistivity: 
All simulations considered a ground resistivity of 100 Ω.m. The complex penetration depth was simplified when 
calculating the surge impedance of an OHL and it was demonstrated that the simplification has a large impact when 
estimating the OHL inductance, but a minor one when estimating the overvoltage due to shielding failure. A 
demonstration was done with a 10000 Ω.m soil resistivity, which lead to a 21% error in the inductance value, but only 
4% in the peak overvoltage.  
Table 1 presents the intermediate steps of this demonstration, considering an unrealistic shielding failure for a lightning 
current of 200 kA and a ground resistivity of 10000 Ω.m; a 1.2x50 µs impulse is considered, the cable is 1 km long, it is 
open at the opposite end and without surge arresters. It can be concluded that the formulas account for the soil resistivity 
when necessary and neglect it when it has a small impact in the voltage magnitude. 
 
Table 1 – Estimation of different parameters considering penetration depth and with simplified expression. For the peak voltage, (x) 
is the number of the reflection 

Variable Simplified With Penetration 
Depth Diff. [%] Simul. 

L 6.308x10-6 7.98x10-6 21  
Surge Impedance OHL 171.3 191.6 11  

Coefficient OHL-cable: Eq. 8 (part I) 0.266 0.241 10.3  
Coefficient Cable-Cable: Eq. 10–ksend (Part I) 0.734 0.759 3.2  

Peak voltage [kV] (1) 13227 13356 1 13897 
Peak voltage [kV] (2) 19038 19336 2 19289 
Peak voltage [kV] (3) 22767 23264 2 22783 
Peak voltage [kV] (4) 24914 25615 3 24859 
Peak voltage [kV] (5) 25875 26769 3 25858 
Peak voltage [kV] (6) 25962 27027 4 26065 
Peak voltage [kV] (7) 25420 26629 5 25697 

 
The impact of the high frequency of a lightning surge on the behaviour of the grounding system is another relevant 
question. To include frequency-dependence of the grounding system would increase the complexity of the method 
substantially. The objective of the method is to propose a simple screening method and the ground frequency dependence 
has a favourable effect for high frequencies by reducing the grounding impedance [25]. Thus, frequency-dependence of 
the soil is not considered, because it leads to a simpler method and more conservative results. 
If desired, one option is to select a target frequency and to use one of the formulas available in the literature [25]-[28]. 
However, this approach would still be problematic for a screening tool, as it requires information about the grounding 
system, it increases the complexity of the estimation procedure and there would still be inaccuracies as multiple 
frequencies are present in a lightning surge. 
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VI.5. Shielding failure: 
A shielding failure should be the worst-case scenario, as it means the highest stress to a cable insulation. The equations 
and the simulations show that the shorter the cable, the larger the voltage build-up. The exact magnitude depends on the 
lightning impulse, the attenuation along the cable and the relation between the surge impedances of cable and OHLs or 
other components connected to the cable terminal. If the only parameter changing is the cable length, some behaviours 
are observed if a surge arrester is not installed: 

• The number of reflections required for reaching the peak overvoltage is approximately inversely proportional 
to the length (e.g. if a 1 km cable has 8 reflections before maximum overvoltage, a 2 km cable expects 4 
reflections). The relation is not perfect, but it provides a good approximation, because of the explanation 
provided in the third bullet point; 

• A corollary of the previous bullet point is that the maximum overvoltage is at approximately the same time 
instant, even if the length changes (the time-instant must correct to match the reflection and the cable must be 
short enough so that the maximum overvoltage is not at the first reflection);  

• The variation of the voltage magnitude between reflections around maximum overvoltage is low. This is 
explained, as around this time period, the increasing voltage from the injected wave is mostly cancelled by the 
decreasing magnitude of the wave entering the cable and the attenuation of previous reflections.  

 
Surge arrester are often installed at OHL-cable junction for protecting the cable, with a strong impact on the waveforms. 
The voltage no longer builds up for several reflections, as the surge arrester shaves the voltage. As a result, the maximum 
overvoltage is expected at the first reflections for lightning current magnitudes associated to shielding failure. 
Additionally, the presence of a surge arrester means that the cable length and the lightning current magnitude have a 
smaller impact on the maximum overvoltage, which is now mostly defined by the surge arrester characteristic, because it 
operates in the high-current region.  
The energy dissipated at the surge arrester is a key parameter and the reflections at the cable terminations lead to an 
increase of the energy dissipated for short cable sections. Figure 16 shows the energy absorbed by a surge arrester for 
different cable lengths, both for an unloaded system and for a peak phase voltage at the lightning instant. The figure shows 
the large impact that the cable length has in the energy absorbed by the surge arrester and the need to account for the 
multiple reflections.  
The possibility of multiple lightning impulses flowing into the surge arrester in a short-period time is not considered in 
this paper. This is no different from when protecting other pieces of equipment, but the larger energy absorbed due to the 
cable short length makes this situation even more challenging in areas with high keraunic indices.   
 

 
Figure 16 – Energy absorbed by the surge arrester for different cable lengths. Red: Unloaded system; Blue: Peak voltage at the phase 
at lightning instant. Solid lines: 1.2/50 µs impulse; Dashed lines: 2.6/50 µs impulse 
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VII. Conclusions 
As the number of hybrid cable-OHL lines increases, the importance of lightning surges propagating into cables becomes 
more relevant. The estimation of the overvoltage for short cable sections is of special interest, because of the numerous 
reflections that occur. Part I of this work developed equations for a fast estimation of the voltage at a cable core, with and 
without surge arrester, in case of shielding failure. These equations can be implemented in a simple and direct manner 
with minimum data requirements for a fast screening of potential problems. 
The simulation of different lightning impulse waveforms and different cable lengths shows that voltage build-up happens 
for short cable sections,. Surge arresters can limit the voltage build up, but more energy is to be absorbed by the surge 
arrestor for short cable sections. 
In general, the formulas provide accurate estimations for the majority of scenarios, but the error increases in some 
situations. For shielding failure and no surge arrester, the error increases when the length of the lightning impulse front 
time increases. In the test cases, the error was below 10% for 85% of the front times recommended by [7] and [12], but it 
became rather large for front times longer than 15µs. The error is also larger if the time-to-half is similar to the front time. 
For shielding failure and surge arrester, the faster the front time, the larger the error. The error from the estimation formula 
was inferior to 8% to all tested cased and to 5% for 70% of the cases. 
Part II of the paper presents equations for a fast estimation of the voltage at a cable sheath, in case the earth wire attracts 
the lightning surge.   
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IX. Appendix A 
All simulations were done in PSCAD/EMTDC. The cables and OHLs were modelled using geometric frequency-
dependent models, with the data from Table A.1 and Table A.2, respectively. Figure A.1 shows the position of the phase 
conductors and earth wires for the OHL, as well as the thickness and position of the core, insulation, sheath and outer 
insulation for the cable. Figure A.2 shows the schematic for shielding failure simulations shown in chapters IV and V. 

Table A.1 – Cable data 
Layer Radius (mm) Properties 
Conductor  27.7 ρ=3.5917x10-8 [Ω.m]  
Insulation 58.2 εr=2.87 
Sheath 59.0 ρ=2.826x10-8 [Ω.m] 
Outer Insulation 65.0 εr=2.3 
Ground  ρ=100 [Ω.m]  

Table A.2 – OHL data 
Layer Radius (mm) Properties 
Phase 18.085 DC_Res=0.04277 [Ω/km]  
Bundle 3 conductors d=0.4 [m] 
Earth wire 8 DC_Res=0.299 [Ω/km] 
Dist. phases  d=13.1 [m] 
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Ground  ρ=100 [Ω.m]  
 

            
Figure A.1 – Geometric data on OHL (left) and cable (right) 
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Figure A.2 – Schematic for the performed simulation: C1 corresponds to a shielding failure. Surge arrester is not considered for the 

cases of chapter IV 

X. Appendix B 
Derivation of Equation (14) - WFront 
The deduction of (14) is done in (24) for the 2nd reflection, where the voltage is reflected at the cable junction point, after 
being reflected once at the sending end and twice at the receiving end. In (24), this is represented by the first three terms 
and the last four terms of the polynomial between brackets, respectively.   
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Equation (24) can simplify into (25). For the following reflections, the power of 2 in (25) is replaced by the number of 
the reflection, resulting in (14). 
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Derivation of Equation (22) – WFront_Arr 
Contrary to the case without surge arrester, the value of ksend is not constant, but a function of the current flowing into the 
surge arrester that changes for every reflection. The value ksend_Arr for reflection n is then the multiplication of the previous 
ksend. Example, ksend_Arr(3)= ksend(2).ksend(1) and ksend(2)≠ksend(1), because of the surge arrester. 
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For a reflection n, the multiple instance of the number 3 in (27) are replaced by n (22). 
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